This design is implemented as a four-step process that culminates in a multigenre classroom project that combines the foundational elements of writers' workshop and reading poetry and multimodal, informational science texts. This final product may then serve as an instructional resource for future spiral review of this content. Objectives will be addressed through immersion in a variety of texts and images about the environment. The student will respond through reader's response logs, a chart about human's impact on the environment, letter writing, and creating a mobile. 
Objectives
• The student will be able to compare and contrast animal habitats.
• The student will be able to identify features of habitats such as deserts, swamps, rainforests, and oceans.
• Refer to details and examples in a text when explaining
what the text says explicitly and when drawing inferences from the text.
• Determine the meaning of general academic and domain-specific words or phrases in a text relevant to a grade 4 topic or subject area.
• Integrate information from two texts on the same topic to write or speak about the subject knowledgeably.
• Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development and organization are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.
• Conduct short research projects that build knowledge through investigation of different aspects of a topic.
• Recall relevant information from experiences or gather relevant information from print and digital sources; take notes and categorize information, and provide a list of sources.
• Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, reflection, and revision) and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of discipline-specific tasks, purposes, and audiences. • Come to discussions prepared, having read or studied required material; explicitly draw on that preparation and other information known about the topic to explore ideas under discussion.
• Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support comprehension. 
Common Core State Standards and Learning Goals Achieved

Procedures
Lesson 1
Access students' prior knowledge by asking, "Have you have been to a zoo? What did you notice about the different areas for each animal? Was the lions' area the same as the polar bears' or anacondas' area? What were the differences? Why?" Teacher will set a purpose for reading, saying, "I will read two texts. I want you to consider how the animals in each book are different." Teacher will conduct a readaloud of "Don't Make a Pet Out of Me" (p. 124 in Earth Book for Kids by Linda Schwartz) followed by a readaloud of At This Very Moment by Jim Arnosky.
Then, as a whole group, the class will construct a Venn diagram to compare and contrast the animals featured in the two books. Once the diagram is completed, the teacher will explain that the class will be studying the type of living spaces featured in Arnosky's book. Teacher will model the Comparing Habitats Chart (see Figure 1 ) that will be used for remainder of this week's lessons.
Teacher will introduce new vocabulary : habitat, biotic, abiotic, desert, rainforest, tropical, marsh, tide pool (see Table 1 for a list of this week's vocabulary words). Teacher will model completion of one Illustrated Vocabulary (see Figure 2) including new word, definition, example sentence with the word used in the text, and a sentence using the word in the children's own words. Student pairs will be asked to create illustrated vocabulary posters and then share the remaining words in a collaborative discussion to close out the lesson.
To close the lesson, teacher says, "Today we referred to the text details in Mr. Arnosky's book to see habitats all around the globe. We will continue to explore these habitats throughout the coming week and month. We've also learned a lot of new vocabulary words that we will be using to help us name exactly what we are seeing."
Lesson 2
Access students' prior knowledge by saying, "Recall yesterday how we studied where animals live naturally. What was our new word for that? Today, we are going to look at one specific habitat-the rainforests. What do you already know about rainforests? What animals live there? What countries have rainforests? What is the climate? Please define habitat." Teacher will show IMAX tropical rainforest clip by .
Teacher will set a purpose for reading by saying, "I will read a poem and an expository text about the rainforests. I would like you to use your reading response log to record at least five things that really catch your attention while I read these texts aloud." Teacher will conduct a read-aloud of the poem "Rain Forest" (p. 85 in The Tree That Time Built by Mary Ann Hoberman and Linda Winston) and Tropical Rainforests by Seymour Simon.
Students or student pairs will use classroom resources-encyclopedias, expository books, dictionaries, computers, or Internet devices-to conduct a short research assignment on one or two of the topics they listed as particularly interesting. Students will return to the whole group and share their findings. Teacher will create a four-tiered example of a rainforest to represent the emergent layer, canopy, understory, and forest floor. This will be created by taking a large piece of construction paper and folding it into four equal sections. Holding up the paper "portrait" style each section will represent a layer of the rainforest from the ground to the sky. In each section, use markers to draw in parts of that rainforest layer. Teacher will ask students to contribute species and details to label each part. This representation will remain in the classroom for the four-week unit.
To conclude the lesson, teacher will use student input to fill in the Comparing Habitats Chart (see Figure  1 ) created yesterday. Under the category of "Tropical Rainforest," the teacher will enter the information about climate (hot, humid), ground type (soil covered in short vegetation), vegetation (four-tiered, tall trees, vines, ferns, mosses), animal species (piranhas, cobras, bats, monkeys), and location (Central and South America, Africa, Asia).
To close the lesson, teacher says, "Today you used a variety of reference materials to find information that intrigued you about the tropical rainforest and helped me to create our own two-dimensional model of the rainforest. We used text resources to determine vegetation, species, location, and so forth. When you learn more details about one topic, it helps you to compare and contrast that topic with others. Tomorrow, when we learn about deserts, you will be able to compare the desert habitat with that of the tropical rainforest."
Lesson 3
Access students' prior knowledge by saying, "Turn to your share partner and discuss some important details about the habitat we studied at length yesterday-rainforests.
Today, we are going to look at another specific habitat. In this habitat there is a lot of this. Teacher will set a purpose for reading, saying, "As I read this text, I would like you to jot down a note in your Reader's Response Log if you hear or see something that we can add to our Comparing Habitat Chart." See Figure 3 for a Reader's Response Log and Figure 1 for the chart. Teacher will conduct a read-aloud of Deserts by Gail Gibbons and lead collaborative discussion while completing the Comparing Habitats Chart with student responses. Class should determine which things added to the chart are biotic and which are abiotic.
Teacher will introduce the concept of want ads for living spaces by referring to page 117 of Earth Book for Kids by Linda Schwartz. Teacher will explain that sometimes people with a space available advertise for others to come live there. Teacher will read aloud a detailed "Roommate Wanted Ad" (see Figure 4 ). Teacher will ask students to work in small groups to consider the "amenities" of desert living. Students will then write copy for a "Dweller Wanted" or "Inhabitant Wanted" ad to entice animals or people to the desert, and include an illustration of his or her desert animal in the ad. For example, the child might choose a snake and write a poster pretending to be that snake seeking a roommate. What would that snake desire in a roommate? Use your knowledge of the desert and that animal to create the poster. The students will use a large piece of construction paper or half a poster board and markers to complete this activity. The Scats and Tracks app can be used to help pick animals. Class will share in collaborative discussion.
To close the lesson, teacher says, "Consider the details you have learned about the desert habitat by using the reference materials and text resources we had available. By creating these want ads, you can see how some animals would be drawn to the amenities the desert has to offer." To conclude the lesson, the teacher will read Jane Yolen's Welcome to the Sea of Sand. Set the purpose of the reading to be enjoyment and celebration of how she uses words to create a visual and auditory picture of the habitat studied today-deserts.
Lesson 4
Access students' prior knowledge by saying, "Turn to your share partner and discuss some important details about the habitat we studied at length yesterday-deserts." Choose one ocean video from the Blue Planet clips found at www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b008044n/clips and instruct students, "Watch this clip to see if you can tell me what habitat we are learning about today-Yes, oceans. What do you already know about oceans? What animals live there? Please define habitat."
Teacher will set a purpose for reading, saying, "As I read this text, I would like you to jot down a note in your Reading Response Log if you hear or see something that we can add to our Comparing Habitat Chart for oceans." (see Figure 1 ). Teacher will conduct a readaloud of About Habitats: Oceans by Cathryn Sill and lead collaborative discussion while completing the Comparing Habitats Chart with student responses. Be sure to discuss which things added to the chart are biotic and which are abiotic.
Students working alone or in small groups will choose one animal. They will use classroom resourcesencyclopedias, expository books, dictionaries, computers, or Internet devices-to conduct a short research assignment on their chosen animal to determine which part of what oceans this animal lives in. They may also include any other important things they learned. All of this will be shared in a collaborative discussion.
To close the lesson, teacher says, "Consider your learning from the texts and reference materials. You have been able to determine information and demonstrate your learning in a new format with our Comparing Habitats Chart. We often use charts and diagrams to give information in a quick visual format." To conclude the lesson, the teacher will read "The Sea is Our Mother" (p. 20 in The Tree That Time Built). The teacher will set the purpose of the reading to be enjoyment and celebration of how the author uses words to create a visual and auditory picture of the habitat studied today-oceans. As they are reading, allow children to hold real seashells in their hands or to their ear.
Lesson 5
Access students' prior knowledge by saying, "Turn to your partner and share some important details about the habitat we studied at length yesterday-oceans. Today, we are going to look at two other specific habitats-swamps and marshes. What do you already know about swamps and marshes? What animals live there? What countries have swamps and marshes? What is the climate?"
Teacher will set a purpose for reading, saying, "As I read this text, I would like you to jot down a note in your Reading Response Log if you hear or see something that we can add to our Comparing Habitat Chart for swamps and marshes" (see Figure 1 ). Teacher will conduct a readaloud of Marshes & Swamps by Gail Gibbons. Class will participate in a collaborative discussion to follow while completing the Comparing Habitats Chart with student responses. 
ROOMMATE WANTED IN TROPICAL PARADISE HOME!
Are you tired of living in freezing temperatures? Are you tired of all of the noise and traffic of the city? Come to a land of paradise: The Amazon rainforest…where there are warm temperatures year round, and the only noise you will hear is the chirping of birds and the calming pitter-patter of rain hitting the 15-story-high canopy of trees above you. Take a swim with an alligator, swing across trees with monkeys, gaze at the scarlet macaws flying high above, or just take a nap with a sloth. Scared of the jaguars that might be hanging around? No problem. With a sign of a two-year lease, I will guarantee protection from ALL rainforest animals. Human applicants are prohibited. If you are interested please call below! Rent is help with 4 hunting expeditions per month.
[Student creates animal illustration here]
Students will work in groups of 2-3 to create a two-dimensional representation of a swamp including labels and a title. This can be done on a regular sheet of white printer paper or construction paper. The students will draw a swamp representation using markers and pencils. They will label significant parts and title their page. Students may use two colors of labels to demonstrate knowledge of biotic and abiotic factors in a habitat. Students will present their illustrations to the entire class.
To close the lesson, teacher says, "In creating these two-dimensional representations, you have referred to text details and then created a labeled, visual representation of your learning. We have learned that marshes and swamps are wetlands teeming with life and full of natural resources." To conclude the lesson, read Nicky the Swamp Dog by Jacklyn Sonnier Hirshberg. The teacher will set the purpose of the reading to be enjoyment and attention to how the author tells the story to make it come alive. Students should also be on the lookout for text-to-text connections.
Daily Content Writing
This will begin with a teacher whole-group model. After two days of quality, in-depth instruction on summarizing the nonfiction learning, students could do this successfully in small groups or pairs. Students will summarize their learning orally with a partner or small group and then write for a short period of time, 7-10 minutes, to conceptualize their own learning for the day. Encourage them to use the vocabulary that is now available throughout the room. This activity will be part of each day's lessons for the remainder of the unit.
Phonics
Teacher may choose to gear differentiated word sorts and spelling lists to vocabulary that relates to animals and habitats (see Table 2 for a list of word sort activity ideas). These activities will be used daily and the eightday cycle will be repeated twice throughout the unit.
Week 2: Adaptations
Group Description
These lessons are designed for whole-group instruction. Find seven additional words from our reading that feature your spelling pattern. 4
Materials
Word's Worth: Use money chart to determine the value of your word sort words. Add up the entire sum and record it in your Reader's Response Log next to where you've recorded them (see Figure 3 ). 5
Create a word find or crossword puzzle using at least eight of your new words. Challenge: Use them all. 6
Write a poem or song about an animal or habitat using at least seven of your word sort words. 7
Write one strong sentence for half of your words in your current word sort related to recent learning. 8 Sort, alphabetize, and glue your word sorts into your Reader's Response Log for future reference. Assess students' spelling based on their present spelling pattern.
Objectives
• Analyze physical and behavioral adaptations that enable organisms to survive in their environment.
• Refer to details and examples in a text when explaining
• Integrate information from two texts on the same topic in order to write or speak about the subject knowledgeably.
• Come to discussions prepared, having read or studied required material; explicitly draw on that preparation and other information known about the topic to explore ideas under discussion.
• Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support comprehension.
Common Core State Standards and Learning Goals Achieved
Reading Texts/Center Activities to Be Used During Week 2
• Teacher may gather a variety of magazines from which students may collect examples of physical adaptations to add to an illustrated body parts/uses chart for a center activity.
• Students may use texts and a map at a center to chart the path of different species' migration patterns. 
Procedures
Lesson 1
Show the students a variety of clothing/tools (winter jacket, hiking boots, camouflage hat, skis). Teacher asks, "If a person was wearing or using these, what might they be doing? Why does a person need a winter jacket? Why do people need camouflage? We need different adaptations for different climates and to do different things. Can animals put on a winter jacket? Last week, we studied various habitats from all around the globe. This week, we will look at how some animals' bodies are made just right to survive and thrive in those habitats. I bet you already know something about that. Can anyone tell me how a fish is made just right to live in a river?" Teacher will set purpose for reading for What Do You Do With a Tail Like This? by Steve Jenkins and Robin Page, saying, "As I read, I want you to consider the illustrations and draw conclusions about how each animal uses the featured body part for survival." Teacher will conduct a read-aloud, stopping after each page to ask students to determine what the different animal body parts are perfectly adapted to do. Then as a whole group, the class will construct a large chart outlining the different body parts and the many things they are created to do.
Teacher will model completion of one section of the chart: noses (see Figure 5 ). Teacher will work with students to model the second section: ears. Teacher will add other body parts that were addressed in the text, and students will complete chart in their own Reader's Response Log with or without a partner (see Figure 3) . They may, and should, refer to the text as needed.
Teacher will review the steps introduced last week for completion of one Illustrated Vocabulary (see Figure 2) including new word, definition, example sentence with the word used in the text, and a sentence using the word in the children's own words (see Table 3 for a list of this week's vocabulary words). Student pairs will be asked to create illustrated vocabulary posters and then share the remaining words in a collaborative discussion to close out the lesson.
Lesson will conclude with teacher introducing a take-home assignment about observation. Teacher will read aloud Step Gently Out by Helen Frost and Rock Lieder and discuss really noticing the animals around us. Students will be issued digital cameras if available. Otherwise, teacher will procure disposable cameras for student use, or students may be asked to sketch based on close observation. Students are asked to use this camera to observe and safely photograph animals they find in their day to day routine. All cameras must be turned in by Thursday.
To close the lesson, teacher says, "We have learned that animals' bodies and habits are perfectly created to help them survive in their habitat and this is called adaptation. Now, you need to be on the lookout for the animals in your neighborhood."
Lesson 2
Access students' prior knowledge by asking, "Did anyone get started photographing or sketching species in your neighborhood? Yesterday, we learned how animals use the different parts of their body to survive. What was that called? Today, we will learn about two special types of adaptation-camouflage and mimicry. Do you know anything about the words camouflage or mimic?" Have one child put on a camouflage shirt and two other children come up and "mimic" each other's moves and actions, asking them, "What is the difference between these?" Play "where is the critter?" by showing the children pictures of camouflaged animals and see if they can find it.
Teacher will set purpose for reading, saying, "I want you to be able to write a short definition of camouflage and mimicry and list some animals that use each by the time we are finished reading these two texts." The teacher will read aloud "The Walking Stick" (p. 111 in The Tree That Time Built) and What Are Camouflage and Mimicry? by Bobbie Kalman and John Crossingham. A new Adaptations Chart will be posted (see Figure 6 ).
Teacher will model completion of one section of the chart: camouflage-"What Is It?" (a color or pattern on an animal's body that allows it to blend in with a certain background), and "Who Uses It?" (white-tailed deer, leaf-tailed gecko, katydid, arctic fox, polar bear). Students will help teacher fill in second section while recreating this chart for their own use in their Reader's Response Logs (see Figure 3) . To close the lesson, teacher says, "Camouflage and mimicry are just two types of physical adaptations that animals use to help them survive. This week, we will be looking at other types of physical and behavioral adaptations that help animals survive in their habitat."
Lesson 3
Teacher will set purpose for reading by saying, "Listen for the physical adaptation that this animal uses." The teacher will read aloud "The Chameleon" on p. 72 in The Tree That Time Built.
The teacher will present the class with his or her own fantasy animal featuring a variety of adaptations specifically suited for survival in the animal's habitat. Teacher will point out the title, labeled adaptations, and explanation of how that adaptation helps the animal to meet its needs to survive.
Teacher will set a purpose for learning, saying, "Today we will create animals that use physical adaptations to survive in their habitat." Teacher will display a copy of the instructions. Students' task is to follow the instructions to create a fantasy animal that has a variety of adaptations. The students can be creative by using markers, construction paper, and glue to create a pretend animal that has relatable adaptations. They will then label each adaptation using a fold-over format and explain how that animal uses its adaptation to survive in its habitat. Referring to the Animal Body Part and Functions Chart in Figure 5 , the students may use any of those adaptations or use others of their own liking. Students may also use any chart or text resources in the room to complete the assignment. At the end, they will present their animal to the group. Audience members will be asked to guess the adaptation and potential use. The presenter will then open the folded label and reveal what he or she had in mind. Discussion may follow about how a particular adaptation is suited to a variety of purposes.
To close the lesson, teacher says, "As you can see from our many animals, it is sometimes very easy to determine where an animal lives or how it eats just by looking at its body parts. This is often how scientists determine the habits of animals that no longer exist. They use existing fossils to conclude the habits the animal must have had based on the shape of body parts."
Lesson 4
Teacher will set a purpose, saying, "While we read this passage chorally, I would like you to think about your fluency practice and also recall yesterday's learning about animals' adaptations." The class will chorally read "Structural and Behavioral Adaptations," a short expository text from New Hampshire Public Television.
The teacher will introduce behavioral adaptations, specifically migration. Teacher will set a purpose for reading, referring to the chart: "As I read, I want you to consider what migration means and why animals and some plants would have to do it." The teacher will conduct a read-aloud of They Swim the Seas by Seymour Simon. The teacher will then add migration to the Adaptation Chart in Figure 6 , noting that it is a behavioral adaptation. A variety of books about migration exist including Adelina's Whales by Richard Sobol, The Journey by Cynthia Rylant, Great Migrations by Elizabeth Carney, and Bird, Butterfly, Eel by James Prosek. Have the children physically act out the word migration by standing and moving from "north to south" according to predefined spaces in the room.
Students may pair off or get in small groups for partner/group choral reading of selected texts. They may then create a summary of the animal, where it migrated to and from, why it migrates, and any additional details that are important to know. The groups may set up their learning at each table.
Then the teacher can conclude the lesson with a gallery walk, where the students, as a class, walk to each presentation noting the thing they believe to be most important about each different animal's migration.
Lesson 5
Access students' prior knowledge by asking, "Can anyone tell me about their favorite picture they took? Did you get a good shot? I chose some of my favorites and placed them around the room. Let's do a gallery walk and see if we notice anything. Discuss. Did anyone see any adaptations?"
Teacher will use student photos to create close-up shots and supplement with clip art as necessary. Different groups will use the created charts and classroom texts to determine the different adaptations animals have in their own community. Students will create posters for display about the animals, including a title, labels, and definitions of the physical and behavioral adaptations that the animal exhibits. They may also link that animal's adaptation to other adaptations they have learned and cite the reference for their learning.
To close the lesson, teacher says, "In these two weeks, we have discussed different habitats that exist all over the world and how animals' bodies and habits have changed to help them survive in these different habitats. Behavioral and physical adaptations help animals survive. Next week, we will discuss some of the ways humans are making it more difficult for animals and plants to survive on our planet."
Week 3: Negative Changes in Our Environment
Group Description
These lessons are designed for pairs, small groups, and whole-group instruction. • Integrate information from two texts on the same topic in order to write or speak about the subject knowledgeably.
Materials
Common Core State Standards and Learning Goals Achieved
Language 
Texts/Center Activities to Be Used During Week 3
• Teacher may gather a variety of magazines and poems that allow students opportunities to read about endangered and extinct animals and the scientists who study them.
• Students may use a map at a center to chart the location of endangered species. • Teacher may gather a variety of magazines from which students may collect examples of scientists, writers, philanthropists, and so forth whose actions have positively impacted the environment. Create a T-chart with People labeling one column and Contributions labeling the other. Allow students to add to the chart during center time as they continue their reading and learning.
Procedures
Lesson 1
Access students' prior knowledge by saying, "In the last two weeks, we've studied a variety of habitats and ways animals have changed their body structure and behavior to survive in those habitats. This week, we will look at how humans have changed the animals' and plants' habitats." Show students the recent news story about global warming from the Environmental Protection Agency's website, www.epa.gov/climatestudents. Teacher will set purpose for reading, saying, "Please listen for the common theme running through these two texts." Teacher will read aloud "Goodbye, Goldeneye" (p. 155), "Landscape" (p. 163), and "Buffalo Dusk" (p. 161) in The Tree That Time Built. Class will discuss theme. Teacher will set a purpose for student reading, saying, "While reading this selection, you are looking for things that humans did that negatively impacted the river habitat." Students will chorally read in groups A River Ran Wild: An Environmental History by Lynne Cherry. Class discussion will follow. Teacher will model the Human Action and Impact Chart (see Figure 7) referring to text details. Students will re-create the chart in Reader's Response Log (see Figure 3) .
Teacher will introduce new vocabulary words-pollution, smog, litter, landfill, global warming, ozone, endangered, extinct (see Table 4 for a complete list of this week's vocabulary words). Teacher will review steps for completion of one Illustrated Vocabulary (see Figure 2 ) including new word, definition, example sentence with the word used in the text, and a sentence using the word in the children's own words. Student pairs will be asked to create Illustrated Vocabulary posters.
To close the lesson, class will share remaining words in a collaborative discussion to close out the lesson.
Lesson 2
Access students' prior knowledge by saying, "Yesterday, we discussed some of the negative ways humans impacted the river habitat. Today, we are looking at another selection that deals with the rainforests. Remember the tropical rainforest that we created." Teacher will refer to four-tiered display of the rainforest.
Teacher will set purpose for reading, saying, "I want you to listen today to see how deforestation is negatively impacting these habitats." Teacher will read aloud The Great Kapok Tree by Lynne Cherry. Class discussion will follow while referring to text for details to add to the Human Action and Impact Chart (see Figure 7) .
Teacher announces, "Today we are going to research some of the causes of the problems that are happening in the environment." Teacher will divide students into teams and distribute articles, texts, or real photographs that address the issues of litter, pollution, global warming, deforestation, oil spills, ozone degradation, and so forth. Also, students may use other text or online resources to determine what causes are contributing to these environmental plagues.
To close the lesson, students will gather to share the different human activities that are contributing to these problems in our environment and add their research to the Human Action and Impact Chart.
Lesson 3
Access prior knowledge and set purpose for reading by saying, "This is a short book about the human impact on the environment of Central Park. I want you to listen for how the animals felt about the situation." Read aloud The Great Squirrel Uprising by Dan Elish. Review the latest version of the Human Action and Impact Chart (see Figure 7 ) and discuss.
Teacher will present Dear Children of the Earth by Schim Schimmel on an overhead screen for students to chorally read. Then students will make lists in pairs of the words or ideas that affected them most.
Students will then draft a letter to their own grandchildren apologizing for the things that may happen to the Earth while they are alive. They will explain how things were when they came to live on Earth and how they tried to fix things. How will their grandchildren's lives be different because of how humans have impacted the environment? In closing they should offer their heartfelt advice. To close the lesson, student pairs will share their letters with the whole class as a read-aloud or as a gallery walk with discussion to follow. Teacher may consider adding copies of these letters to a class time capsule to be buried on site.
Lesson 4
Access students' prior knowledge by saying, "We have been discussing the negative impact of human activities on animal and plant life. We have talked about endangered and extinct species. What can you tell me about endangered animals?"
Teacher will create a list of endangered animals and collect associated texts. Students will divide into research teams to investigate the animals. Teacher will help students create a chart to organize their findings. Groups will gather research to create an endangered species poster including illustration, location, special needs, diet, why it's endangered, how humans could have prevented this situation, what humans can do to remedy the situation.
To close the lesson, students will display their Endangered Species Animal Poster. Then students will take a gallery walk making notes of similarities and differences.
Lesson 5
Access students' prior knowledge by saying, "Yesterday we worked in teams to create endangered animal posters. We learned a lot about why some animals became endangered. Tell your partner what stuck out most to you. After they have had time to share, have partner groups share their findings."
Then announce, "Today, we are going to use those posters and our other texts to create mobiles that we can display around the school to educate others about the endangered animals. Each student will be able to choose his or her own animal from this list. You will be given 10 squares that are different in size. You will use the largest squares for the most important information. This way, you will be telling your audience what information you feel they need to know the most. We call that prioritizing."
In addition to creating the mobile, students will write the name of the text or chart where they got the information on the bottom of each square and this will act as a collective bibliography. Students may vary size for priority. They should include illustrations, and attach to a hanger for display.
To close the lesson, students will share their mobiles with the class or small group and explain why they prioritized the information the way that they did. "This week we have looked at how human actions have negatively impacted the habitats of other living things. Next week, we are going to look at powerful examples of how humans have positively impacted the environment and consider what we can do to help."
Week 4: The Environment and Our Future
Group Description
These lessons are designed for small-group and wholegroup instruction. • Integrate information from two texts on the same topic in order to write or speak about the subject knowledgeably.
Materials
Common Core State Standards and Learning Goals Achieved
Reading 
Procedures
Lesson 1
Access students' prior knowledge by asking, "What do you know about chimpanzees? Today we are going to learn about a woman who taught so many of us all the things we know about chimps. Along the way, we are going to work on sequencing the story so it makes more sense to us." Teacher will introduce new vocabulary for the week (see Table 5 ). Today's lesson will be heavy on the "I do" part. The students will be learning a new way to demonstrate their learning. The teacher will introduce the human body sequencing chart (see Human Timeline in Figure 8 ) and create a human shape by adding legs, arms, and a head to a rectangle. The teacher will fold the rectangle into an accordion shape for the number of entries to add to the timeline. Then, the timeline should be folded in such a way that only the section closest to the legs shows making the chart as short as it can be. Then the teacher will add the first entry, and continue to unfold and add entries as necessary until the sequence of events of an entire life is complete. This is a fun way for students to visualize the passage of time as it relates to a lifespan. Students may begin to decorate their human form in the way that best represents the person they are studying.
Read aloud The Watcher by Jeanette Winter and add details to the Human Timeline to demonstrate Jane Goodall's growth toward becoming an advocate for the chimpanzees.
To close the lesson, the teacher will use the Human Timeline by unfolding the body piece by piece as the students chorally read each of Goodall's steps along the path toward advocacy for the animals and the environment. Then the teacher should recap learning about habitats, adaptations, and human impact on the environment, and point out how Goodall used herself to be a positive impact for living things and their habitats.
Lesson 2
Access students' prior knowledge by asking, "Have you ever come home and before you even talked to someone, you were upset about something? Today we are going to learn about a girl who came home to a city that was different from how she left it, so she was inspired to action."
The teacher will set a purpose for reading, saying, "We will be listening for sequencing and creating a English learner supports for vocabulary included scaffolded instruction, collaborative group work, and visual supports for a person's accomplishments/life across time.
Human Timeline together." Another blank Human Timeline (see Figure 8) should be prepared. In advance, the teacher should mark sections of the book to be highlighted as entries to the timeline. The teacher will read aloud Rachel Carson and Her Book That Changed the World by Laurie Lawlor. The teacher will guide the students through the process of selecting important information and organizing it appropriately to tell the sequence of events of Carson's life.
To close the lesson, the teacher will use the Human Timeline by unfolding the body piece by piece as the students chorally read each of Carson's steps along the path toward advocacy for the environment. Then the teacher may point out how Carson used herself and her writing to be a positive impact for living things and their habitats, saying, "Tomorrow we will work in teams to create a timeline of two other men who positively impacted the environment-one with his strong writing and the other with the power of his position."
Lesson 3
Access students' prior knowledge by asking, "What do you know about persuasive writing? Today we are going to learn about a man, John Muir, who wrote something so powerful that the President of the United States, Theodore Roosevelt, changed our nation's environmental policy."
Students will read copies of The Camping Trip That Changed America by Barb Rosenstock. Then in working groups, students may choose to represent John Muir or Theodore Roosevelt using the Human Timeline.
When all students have finished, the class will review the representations of both men and discuss the most important steps in each of their lives toward their achievements for the environment.
Lesson 4
Access students' prior knowledge by asking, "Have you felt like the world has problems that are so big that you can't really make a difference so why bother? Today we will learn about a woman who found one of those big problems, but she decided to change things rather than accept them."
The teacher will divide students into groups. Students will read any of the books about Wangari Maathai's contribution to the vegetation of Africa. A few are Seeds of Change by Jen Cullerton Johnson, Wangari's Trees of Peace by Jeanette Winter, and Mama Miti by Donna Jo Napoli. There is also a powerful film outlining the progress called Taking Root: The Vision of Wangari Maathai by Lisa Merton. Students will then demonstrate their learning by sequencing the events that led Maathai to change her country in the way that she did.
To close the lesson, students will recap learning about habitats, adaptations, and negative human impact. The teacher will point out how Maathai used herself and her knowledge to be a positive impact for living things and their habitats. Teacher says, "Tomorrow we will use all of our learning up to this point to create your own human timeline to outline the actions you hope to take throughout their life to positively impact the habitat we all share-Earth."
Lesson 5
Teacher should demonstrate his or her very own Human Timeline (see Figure 8 ) with any actions taken throughout his or her life that contribute to the future. One should definitely be teaching children about the importance of caring for the Earth and her inhabitants.
FIGURE 8. Human Timeline
The Human Timeline allows students to visually display biographical information. After adding essential events from the character's life, students can add additional details to the presentation by artistically defining the character. This may include representations of time period clothing, traditional cultural representations, or the addition of details that would demonstrate hobbies or significant achievements.
Teacher says, "Remember how some of the people that we have studied used their eyes, their voice, their writing, their position, their influence, their knowledge." Students should consider their gifts and interests to create a Human Timeline telling their story of impact in the world. Students should create a rough draft and discuss their entries with a partner or teacher prior to creating the full timeline.
To close the lesson, let each student present his or her Human Timeline of ways he or she plans to impact the world. Cheer the students on in their hopes.
Culminating Project
Teacher will collect samples of all student work to create a multigenre bulletin board. It may feature habitat want ads, student productions and explanations of adaptations, endangered animal mobiles, endangered animal posters, Human Timelines, learning charts, and daily content writing.
Assessment
Many opportunities for assessment have been included in this lesson. The goal for quality teaching should be mastery rather than grading, so a variety of checks for understanding are included alongside pieces than can be assessed for grades. Additionally, all assessment pieces designated for grading purposes include a rubric that can be used as is or differentiated to meet the standards and differentiated learning objectives of any classroom (see Figures 9-15 ). 
Week 1 Assessment Opportunities
FIGURE 10. Weeks 1-3: Illustrated Vocabulary Evaluation Rubric
This rubric can be used with students' illustrated vocabulary. It evaluates definition, reference, demonstration of transference both in words and illustration, as well as general conventions. Specific objectives desired in any classroom can be added to properly differentiate for any student population. Student has to repeat himself or herself to be heard and looks at the ground most of the time. Student demonstrates only partial knowledge of subject and order of presentation is confusing.
Student speaks clearly and makes eye contact with audience for most of the presentation. Student mostly demonstrates knowledge of subject and presents it in a logical order.
Student speaks clearly and makes eye contact with audience the whole presentation. Student demonstrates full knowledge of subject and presents it in a logical order.
FIGURE 13. Week 2: Adaptations Poster for Fantasy Creature Evaluation Rubric
This rubric can be used with the students' Adaptations Poster. It provides evaluation criteria for incorporation of new vocabulary, presentation, comprehension, representation of adaptations, as well as editing and contribution to discussion. Student was an attentive listener during discussion but failed to contribute.
Student made one contribution during collaborative discussion.
Student offered up to three ideas during the collaborative discussion.
Student was an active player in the collaborative discussion.
FIGURE 14. Week 2: Animal Adaptations Rubric
This rubric can be used with the students' Animal Adaptations presentation. It provides evaluation criteria for reference to text details, organization, presentation, and understanding. Student has to repeat himself or herself to be heard and looks at the ground most of the time. Student demonstrates only partial knowledge of subject and order of presentation is confusing.
Student speaks clearly and makes eye contact with audience for most of the presentation. Student mostly demonstrates knowledge of their subject and presents it in a logical order.
Student speaks clearly and makes eye contact with audience the whole presentation. Student demonstrates full knowledge of their subject and presents it in a logical order.
FIGURE 15. Week 4: Human Timeline Evaluation Rubric
This rubric can be used with the students' Human Timelines created in Lessons 3 and 5. It provides evaluation criteria for reference to text, demonstration of understanding, selection of essential information, presentation as well as general conventions. 
